
Module 8

Balance your Personality: Skills 

vs. Fears



Personality traits of 
Conventional entrepreneurs

 Risk-taking attitude (accepts the great likelihood of loss in exchange for greater

potential reward)
 think about public employees

 Need for achievement (goal-oriented)
 think about Steve Jobs

 Need for autonomy (independent and self-directing)
 think about strict corporate rules

 Feels more competent and sees business opportunities

 Desire to be their own boss

Source: Vecchio, Entrepreneurship’s Big Five (Human Resource Management Review, 2003). 



Personality traits of 
Social entrepreneurs

 Are extraordinary personalities… with «strong» footprint

 Desire to serve a social mission

 Dare to implement social innovations - bring about social changes

 Have an entrepreneurial mindset and experiment with new business models.

Source: Praskier, R. & Nowak, A. (2012), Social Entrepreneurship, Cambridge University Press. 





Skills & Fears



What about 

Skills?



Social entrepreneurs are capable of producing small changes in

the short-run, which transform current systems and result in

radical changes in the long run.
(Ashoka, 2000)



Skills

Self confidence

Leadership skills

Networking skills

Management skills



Self-confidence

 Serve the community’s vision

 Provide goods and services for community

 Focus on the solution of social problems

 Strive for social change



Leadership Skills

Honest

Competent

Forward Looking

 Inspiring

Credible

Transparent

Trust people and delegate



Networking Skills

Maximizing positive impact

Exploring new perspectives

Meeting tomorrow’s challenges

Review the deliverable tables and get ready:

• If the negotiation does not work, the enterprise dies

• The enterprise negotiates from a position of weakness

• Prepare for what could go wrong



Management Skills

Selling skills (order taking, effective communication at persuading prospective 

supporters)

Operating skills (meeting schedules and planning, take charge of operations, 

budget money and time to train and develop suitable staff)

Finance skills (manage intense cash flow pressure, build inventory and receivables 

ahead of growing demand)



What about 

Fears?



Fears

Fear of failure 

Fear of risk taking

Fear of having less resources than needed

Fear of losing money

Fear of having less skills than required



Social leaders should not be afraid to:

 express emotions

 be personally connected

 be vulnerable

 be thankful and show appreciation



5 fears that hold entrepreneurs back:

1. Do not believe in yourself

2. You need a product before start selling it

3. You are not perfect

4. You need money

5. You lack the experience and knowledge

(5.45’)

Source/Watch the video



Exercise 1



 Migrant resource network

 Impact: Social Inclusion

 Place: China

 Geographical coverage: international (USA, UK)

 Video 1 (4,51 min)

 Video 2 (1,41 min)

Example 1: Included

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qsBJ-qWu2M8
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jonathan+hursh+schwab+youtube&view=detail&mid=4341AEDDAD98C16B13CA4341AEDDAD98C16B13CA&FORM=VIRE


Solution



Skills

 Optimistic (be simple to reimagine the world)

 Persistent (see life as a series of sprints not a 
marathon)

 Forward looking (have vision to help now the new 
generation)

 Team spirit (build trust, give value to people, 
convince them that they can offer to the community) 

 Passionate

 Adaptive



Fears

 Lack the necessary energy when needed to 

manage people

 Difficult to manage stress in a positive way

 Difficult to manage complexity

 Lack the trust needed to create impact



Example 2: Discovering Hands

 Detecting breast cancer 

 Impact: social (health and inclusion)

 Place: Germany

 Geographical coverage: international

 Video (2 min)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1-fBgpVvAU


Solution



Skills

 Forward looking 

 Persistent

 Decisive

 Management skills



Fears

 Need time and patience to scale up

 Need energy to convince blind people 

 To receive acceptance by the doctoral society

 To sustain credibility



 Health treatment for raped women in Africa

 Impact: Social Inclusion and Health

 Place: Africa

 Geographical coverage: National

 Video 1 (3,53 min)

 Video 2 (3,17 min)

 Video 3 (1.05 min)

Example 3: Denis Mukwege

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-OrOE4eq2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nz_wGQNBJYc
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=denis+mukwege+youtube&&view=detail&mid=074CE27793CEF9ED5A4D074CE27793CEF9ED5A4D&&FORM=VRDGAR




Solution



Skills

 Emotionally connected 

 Passionate

 Persistent 

 Willing to embrace new challenges

 Fighter

 Forward looking

 Courageous

 Resilient

 Respectful



Fears

 Fearless

 Afraid of reality

 Beneficiaries’ resistance not to 

ask for help
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